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The author presents a standard business plan concept using his own idea of perspective future venture. The thesis itself 

meets all the criteria to be defended. I do not have any comments regarding theoretical part which fully corresponds with 

current practice and is a nice introduction to the practical part. My concerns are about the practical part. Namely I would 

expect a more detailed executive summary. Since this part is not just an introduction and it should be attractive enough to 

make the reader to go on reading further I feel the author could do better. I also consider the financial plan rather 

simplified (especially projected financial statements incl. Cash Flow statement). The author does not calculate e.g. with 

receivables, payables. I would also expect the Cash Flow projection during the first year to be more detailed. 

On the other hand the author made a very comprehensive market research and I highly appreciate using the business 

model canvas scheme.

Questions:

Is there a VAT on teaching foreign languages in Spain? If yes, how would that effect your financial results?

Your project looks as a kind of a milking cow from the perspective of future profits. How would you explain the fact that 

there are no other market incumbents? Using the market logic, if there is an average profitability around 20 %, other 

companies may be willing to enter as well, especially in case of services where no high investments are required.
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